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OUR VISION

VALUES

We have designed and built EverETH with a vision to bring together a
successful token based on Ethereum due to the original thriving success as it
holds currently the second highest market value behind Bitcoin and has a
huge future in the overall crypto market.

Our experienced team focused on offering investors a double return. Invest in
EverETH, which after development will massively increase in value and gain in
Ethereum which in the long run will dominate the crypto market. EverETH
aims to create online spaces for members to socialize, buy, trade and invest in
cryptocurrencies together while earning Ethereum

EverETH's mission is to enrich, grow and empower our
community to help them reach their goals and thrive within
the crypto market. If you are new to crypto, you've picked
the right place. The EverETH community is constantly
growing and ripe with activity. With our dedicated team on
several social media platforms, EverETH has limitless growth
potential. Our team is experienced in every sector and
together will make EverETH a success
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ABSTRACT

"First-of-its-Kind" Rewards - Utility
EverETH was established on August 21, 2021, to generate passive revenue for the
community. Simply holding EverETH in your wallet will earn you Ethereum.
EverETH is an open-source, totally decentralized platform that has been entirely
originated, driven, and developed by the community. With a total quantity of
one quadrillion tokens and half of them burnt after launch, the current
circulating supply is approximately 495 trillion tokens. The more EverETH you
own, the more ETH you'll get. Investors will be paid in ETH for every transaction.

EverETH Dashboard 

We have a state of the art earnings management dashboard where you can see
details such as the total amount of ETH paid to the community, when the next
reward payment will take place, etc.

EverETH Calculator
You have the ability to calculate your earnings based on the daily transaction
volume. You have the power to edit the daily volume and number of tokens
held to predict what your daily, weekly, monthly and annual earnings would be
based on a particular set of values.

EverETH Swap 

For the convenience of our community members, we offer a live decentralized
swap directly on our website.

EverETH Wallet 

One of the most exciting features from our roadmap, which is currently in the
development phase.

EverETH NFT Marketplace
Our NFT marketplace will allow users to mint and buy/auction their own NFTs.

EverETH
Earn 10% Ethereum
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COMMUNITY

Community is everything and EverETH strives to include everyone from around
the world. We have multiple telegram channels dedicated to our international
communities and the community is growing day by day.

SECURITY

EverETH leverages a decentralized blockchain architecture which increases
security and auditability, built on top of the Binance Smart Chain.

The automatic liquidity system helps create a stable price floor. Initial Liquidity
Provided is locked with DXLock. The smart contract was successfully audited by
TechRate, and is currently onboarding for Certik Audit with an additional 12
months of smart contract security monitoring by SkyNet.

LONGEVITY

The decentralized community aims for long term development of the
ecosystem. We want EverETH to represent the foundation for real use cases,
and greater rewards beyond any temporary trends.

Our experienced development and marketing teams will work tirelessly to
ensure continued growth of the project.

CORE VALUES
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Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was developed as a means of utilizing solidity-based
smart contracts with much greater speed and efficiency than other, competing
chains. With decentralized exchanges on BSC offering lightning-fast swaps and
extremely low fees, BSC has started to become one of the most widely used
blockchains for Decentralized Finance (Defi). BSC uses a token protocol
developed by the Binance Team called BEP-20.

It’s a proprietary blockchain, which will
provide security and safety to all users and
developers.

Its native dual chain interoperability will
allow cross-chain communication and
scaling of high-performance dApps that
require a fast and smooth user experience.

It’s EVM-compatible and will support all of
the existing Ethereum toolings along with
faster and cheaper transactions.

Its on-chain governance with Proof of
Staked Authority consensus, built on 21
validators who validate the transactions, will
provide decentralization and enable
significant community involvement.

Advantages of the Binance smart chain are:
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EverETH Dashboard ACCOMPLISHED
We have a state of the art earnings management dashboard
where you can see details such as the total amount of ETH
paid to the community, when the next reward payment will
take place, etc.
https://evereth.app

EverETH Calculator ACCOMPLISHED
You have the ability to calculate your earnings based on the
daily transaction volume. You have the power to edit the daily
volume and number of tokens held to predict what your daily,
weekly, monthly and annual earnings would be based on a
particular set of values.
https://evereth.app/calculator.html

EverETH Swap ACCOMPLISHED
For the convenience of our community members, we offer a
live decentralized swap directly on our website.
https://swap.evereth.app

EverETH Wallet ONGOING DEVELOPMENT
One of the most exciting features from our roadmap which is
currently in the development phase.

EverETH NFT Marketplace ONGOING DEVELOPMENT
Our NFT marketplace will allow users to mint and buy/auction
their own NFTs.

DECENTRALIZED
Community-Powered

EverETH is decentralized and owned by its
fun, vibrant community. We welcome and
embrace diverse perspectives to build
EverETH into the best community in crypto.
With a mission of providing sustainable
passive income to its Holders while offering
unprecedented utility.
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10% BEP20 Ethereum redistributed to holders
2% issued to fuel growth of the liquidity pool.
3% Ecosystem Development

TOKEN
Static-Reward

The contract employs a static reward system, 15%
of every transaction is broken down as follows:

Our superior auto-claim and ecosystem
development is the driving force behind the
project.

LOCKED
Liquidity-Infinite Lock

Providing holders with peace of mind that the
token can always be exchanged. A trusted third-
party provider, DXLock, will operate as middle
man to ensure that all raised liquidity is locked in
a secure locker for the set timeframe.

Eventually the Liquidity Pair will be transitioned
to an infinite lock.

Presale Date: 21st August 2021

OFFICIAL SMART CONTRACT ADDRESS

0x16dcc0ec78e91e868dca64be86aec62bf7c61037

TOTAL SUPPLY
1 Quadrillion (100%)

 

CIRCULATING
482 Trillion (48.2%)

BURNED
506 Trillion (50.6%)

https://bscscan.com/address/0x16dcc0ec78e91e868dca64be86aec62bf7c61037#code
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NON-RENOUNCEMENT OF
O W N E R S H I P

There is a common misconception that the Renouncement of Ownership is an
essential portion to a solid project. While this may be true, there are also
negative effects of this. With the renouncement of ownership, you lose the
ability to get listed on certain exchanges as they require you to whitelist their
address from the fees. 

If we renounce ownership we essentially lose this ability. Another negative
impact is the inability to change fees or fix any issue should it present itself in
the future. While we understand that a lot of people like seeing that ownership
has been renounced, we have not and will not renounce during our growth
stage since it is an essential piece for that growth to take place in our
roadmap.
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          10% Ethereum
          Rewards

10% of every buy/sell is taken and redistributed
to all holders. Hold EverETH tokens and earn
Ethereum. A Minimum of 200,000 tokens is
required in order to receive rewards.

Our unique reward system is triggered by
volume (buy + sell activity to cover gas fees).
Payouts to holders may not occur every 60
minutes if the trading volume is low. When this
is the case, the amount of rewarded Ethereum
each holder will receive does not decrease.

However, will accrue over a longer period of
time until it is suitable for a payout to trigger
(usually between 1-2 hours).

           Auto Pay

You don’t need to claim your earned Ethereum.
It’s automatically sent to your wallet. If you
choose to claim your rewards early you are
welcome to do that through the EverETh
Dashboard. Please understand that early
claims require BNB for gas.

           2% LP Secured

The automatic liquidity system helps to create
a stable price floor. Initial Liquidity Provided is
locked with DXLock. The smart contract was
successfully audited by TechRate, and is
currently onboarding for Certik Audit with an
additional 12 months of smart contract security
monitoring by SkyNet.

Eventually the Liquidity Pair will be
transitioned to an infinite lock.

           3% Ecosystem
           Development

The use of the Ecosystem wallet is designated
to further develop the EverETH project as a
whole. This encompasses but is not limited to
marketing, sponsorships, personnel and
operating costs.

ECO DEVELOP WALLET
0x31ae5960A67CC7A7A00125114dC8D68eB9c3D3F8

MARKETING WALLET
0xBB21e7EB2D3B794526537E48714FbCa73FdaA26d

The EverETH protocol  is masterfully designed to reward its holders with  passive income thru
Ethereum rewards while ongoing utility development ensures lucrative long term

return on investment (ROI).
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Dividend Tracker
Dashboard
Development of EverETH
Swap
Partnerships
Buy EverETH via Credit
Card
Merchandising

PHASE 2

EverETH Wallet
CEX Listing
NFT Collection
Community expansion
Ecosystem Development

PHASE 3

Charity Events
Listings on Top
Exchanges
100K+ Holders

PHASE 4

Further Development

PHASE 5

Design & Structure
Website Launch
Public PreSale
Marketing Campaign
Listing on Coingecko
Listing on CoinMarketcap
Contract Audit

PHASE 1

COMPLETED

PARTIALLY COMPLETED

PROGRESS AS OF

2 NOV 2021
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DEXTOOLS - BSC

"TOP TRENDING"

AUDIT

Certik "Onboarding"
+ Skynet 24/7 Security Monitoring

TechRate "Passed"

LISTED

LISTED AS "TOP GAINERS"
LISTED AS "TOP TRENDING"
LISTED AS "MOST VISITED"
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GLOBAL
P R E S E N C E

13-14 October 2021, Conrad Dubai, UAE

17-20 Oct 2021,
Dubai World Trade Centre, UAE
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F E A T U R E D  O N

MAINSTREAM MEDIA

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/evereth-recording-total-1-5m-152100591.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2021-10-31/evereth-is-recording-a-total-of-1-5m-in-ethereum-reflections
https://www.benzinga.com/pressreleases/21/10/23777110/evereth-is-recording-a-total-of-1-5m-in-ethereum-reflections
https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2021-10-31/evereth-is-recording-a-total-of-1-5m-in-ethereum-reflections
https://www.benzinga.com/pressreleases/21/10/23777110/evereth-is-recording-a-total-of-1-5m-in-ethereum-reflections
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/evereth-recording-total-1-5m-152100591.html
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UTILITY DEVELOPMENTS

EverETH Dashboard
https://evereth.app

 
EverETH Calculator 

https://evereth.app/calculator.html
 

EverETH Swap
https://swap.evereth.app

https://evereth.app/
https://evereth.app/calculator.html
https://swap.evereth.app/
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CONTESTS
GENEROUSITY
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HIT

$100,000,000+
"ALL TIME HIGH" MARKETCAP

WE HAVE REACHED

24,000+
HOLDERS

ACCOMPLISHMENT AS OF

5 NOV 2021
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$2,400,000+
528+ Ethereum

PAID

TOTAL REWARDS TO ITS HOLDERS

ACCOMPLISHMENT AS OF

5 NOV 2021
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The information shared in this whitepaper is not all-encompassing or
comprehensive and does not in any way intend to create or put into implicit
effect any elements of a contractual relationship. The primary purpose of this
whitepaper is to provide potential token holders with pertinent information in
order for them to thoroughly analyze the project and make an informed
decision.

Prior to your participation in the purchase of EVERETH coins, we strongly
advocate a careful study of this whitepaper all the documents associated with
the same, including the contract in relation to the purchase of the same. You
may even engage the services of appropriate experts to help you with
investment analysis. Certain statements, estimates and financial information
featured in this whitepaper are forward-looking statements that are based on
and take into consideration certain known and unknown contingencies and
risks which in eventuality may cause the estimated results or may differ
factually and substantially from the featured estimates or results extrapolated
or expressed in such forward-looking statements herewith.

Message you first

Ask any of your wallet information

Send malicious links to connect your wallet

TEAM WILL NEVER

All verified links can be crossed check on our Official Social

Medias.

If you encountered any suspicious person, group, or link; Please
report and ban immediately.

PLEASE BEWARE
OF SCAMS!
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